• Consistency is worth a lot when
setting Hashes and Leopard Piss
took us back to the scene of his last
success just outside the capital and
sent us on the same trail only in
reverse which turned out to be a
master stroke and to make matters
even better he chucked in a series
of very clever back checks that had
most folk spinning on their axis and
the final result was a resounding
vote for Great Hash. However, I’m
getting ahead of myself so to let’s
press the rewind.

• By the time 16.00 rolled around and we
were waiting for his detailed explanation, 33 of
the faithful were in the Circle including a
handful of prodigal returners namely Bin
Runnin’, Big White Telephone, Grannie Basher,
Dogs Bollocks, Forrest Dump and Crack of
Dawn with Brothel Bob, it wasn’t only the local
politicians who were canvassing the populous.
The instructions didn’t enumerate how many
checks we might expect but none the less I
stumbled across 9 including the
aforementioned backies.
• The terrain was as promised flat and the
whole trail well papered so no excuses for
becoming misplaced.

• As the clock ticked
toward 90 minutes most
had staggered in with Pink
Willy and Crive sharing
the ball and chain as FRBs
and even DFL was on his
third Singha when the cry
went up “ has anyone
seen Wally”, the Hare plus
2 others raced off to
locate our beloved
octogenarian with Dogs
Bollocks bringing him back
to the loving arms of
Gromit.
• The vote went as
previously described and
we carried on to welcome
the returners of whom
B.B. and C.O.D. had the
pleasure of a seat on the
bucket having cheerfully
announced their absence
was due to an outbreak of
“bedroom athletics”.

• Checkhanging and
foul language were the
best that Big Yin could
think of to condemn No
Balls, Walky Talky and
Bombastic.
• NFC likewise sounded
guilty verdicts for a
limited number of
criminals and the two
Racing Rambos Pink
Willy and Crive donned
their award.

• The big red Bunnet
sat beautifully atop
P.W’s noggin and
another ass sat on the
big blue bucket namely
Dogs Bollocks, twice if
I remember correctly.

• Tangerine Man announced a BBQ & pool party taking place on April 17th, further details to follow and
there was also the announcement of a general meeting taking place this coming Friday 26th at Strollin’
Bones Good Friends bar at 18.00 hrs.
• Wallace said sorry for wandering off track.
• Big Yin is on the spot next Saturday 27th and the action will be near the Snake Farm on the 7150, kick
off 16.00.
• No more so Circle closed.

